16	you can't be too careful
they had, in those days, full of the loveliest Chinese porcelain,
Danish China, Venetian glass, old Wedgwood and Spode and
Chelsea, and every sort of old and modern English ware ;
and he came up in a green baize apron from somewhere below
and considered the case carefully and gave his advice with
discretion, and cemented invisibly and filled up gaps and,
when necessary, riveted with the utmost skill. He was used
to handling delicate, fragile things. But never in his life had he
held anything so fragile and delicate as Edward Albert in the
nascent stage.
And he had made this wonder .l He himself had made it.
He held it in his arms, having promised on his honour not
to drop it whatever he did, and he marvelled at its
perfection.
It had hair, darkish hair of an extreme softness and fineness.
There were no teeth, and its round mouth expressed an artless
. astonishment tinged with resentment, but its nose was finished
minutely, nostrils and bridge and all, and it had hands,
complete hands with little nails—every finger had a miniature
nail on it, a perfect finger-nail. One, two, three, four,
five fingers—only so delicate! And toes also. Not one
missing.
He pointed this out to his wife and she shared his pride.
They doubted secretly if anyone else had ever produced so
highly finished a product. If you had cared to do so, you
could have told the little chap's fortune from those hands.
They were not flat and featureless as you might have expected
them to be ; already they had all the lines and 'creases known
to palmistry. If no one had ever thought of " This little pie
went to market", I think Mrs Tewler would have invented
something of the kind herself. She seemed unable to get over
the fact that Edward Albert at the age of a week had as many
fingers as his father. And later on, weeks later, when she was
pretending to bite them off and gobble them up she was
rewarded by Edward Albert Tewler's first indisputable smile
He gurgled and he smiled.
The pride of Richard Tewler took many forms and masks
according to his immediate surroundings. The " governor "

